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Extended Abstract. Let Y = (X, {Ri}o<i<D) denote a P- and Q-
polynomial association scheme, with eigenvalues 0o, 0i,..., 0D and dual eigen-
values 0^, 0^,..., 0Q. We want to find the permutations o-, r of 0, 1,..., D for
which

9.̂  > ^1 >
^>^;l>

>^D,
>9\ ^D-

We focus on the case where Y is bipartite, and prove the following theorem.
0. 1 Theorein. Let Y = (X, {Ri}o<i<D} denote a synimetric assodation
scheme with Z? ^ 3, and assume Y is not an ordinaiy cycle. Suppose Y
is bipartite P-polysomial with respect to the given ordering AQ, AI,..., AD
of the associate matrices, and Q-polynomial with respect to the ordering
EQ, EI, ..., ED Of the primitive idempotents. Then the eigeavalues and dual
eigenvalues satisfy exactjy one of (i) - (iv).

w

ffo>0l>0^>03> ... > 0D-3 > ffD-2> 0D-1>^D,
^ = ^. (0 ̂  i ^ Z?).

(ii) D is even, ajid

9o > OD-I >02> 0D-3 >
0: = 0i

>03> QD-I >Q\> QD,
(0 ̂  i ^ D).

(i'u) 9^ > 0o, and

00>ffl>02>63>

^ > 0; > ^ > ^ >
> Qo-3> QD-I> 0D-1> OD,
> ^D-3 > ^D-2 > ^D-l> ^D-
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(iv) ^ > 0o, D is odd, and

9o > OD-\ >9t> 0o-3 > ... > 03 > 0D-2 >9l> BD,
^>^D>^>^D-2> ... >%-3>^>^-1>^-

For the remainder of this abstract, we review the standard definitions
relevant to this theorem.

Association Schemes.
A D-class symmetric association scheme is a padr Y = {X, {A, }o<.<£»),

where X is a, uon-empty finite set, and where:

(i) {Ri}o^{<D is a partition of X x X;

(ii) Ro^{xx\x X}',

(iii) ^=,2, forO $ i$ D, where ̂  = {yz |a;y  A. };
(iv) there exist integers p§ such that foraU a;, y   X with xy   AA, the

number of 2 e X with xz   Ri and zy   12, is p^.
The constants p^ are called the intersection numbers of Y. By a scheme,

we mean a symmetric association scheme with D > 3.

The Bose-Mesner Algebra M.
Let Y == (X, {Ri}o^^D) be any scheme, and let Mat^(R) denote the

algebra of matrices over R with 'rows and columns indexed by X. Pick an
mteger i (O^i^ D). By the ith associate matrix of Y we mean the matrbc
A,   Mat^(R) with z, y entry

1 if^y<
lt;'y=1 0 otherwise

From (1) we obtain the following relations:

if xy   Ri,
otherwise (^y ^).

Ao = /,
A.' = A.

A.A, = SP&AA
hsQ

AO+AI+ ... +AD=J,

{O^i^D),

(0 $ ij ̂  D),

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where / is the identity matrix, and J is the all 1's matrix.
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By (2)-(4), AQ,..., AD is a basis for a subalgebra M of Mat^(R). M is
known as the Bose-Mesner algebra for Y.

By [2, p.45], the algebra M has a second basis £'0,..., ED such that

EQ = |X|-^,
£? = E, (O^i^D),

E, E, = 8,, Ei (O^iJ^D),
EO+EI+ . '. +ED=I.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

We refer to EQ, ..., ED as the primitive idempotents of Y.
By the Krein parameters of Y, we mean the real scalars {q^ |0 ̂  A, i, j" ^

D} satisfying - - -

£;o^=|X|-lS^ (O^ij^P), (10)
hssO

where o denotes the entry-wise matrix product [I, p.64].
Eigenvalues and Dual Eigenvalues.

Let Y = (X, {Ri}o^i<D) be any scheme. By (7, pp.377,379], there exist
real scalars p, (j"), g. (j') (0 ̂  t", j" ̂  D) which satisfy

Ai = EP^)E, (O^i^D),
J=0

E. = W-IE9. (J')A, (O^i^D).
jsO

(11)

(12)

We refer to p, (j) (resp. gi-O')) as the jth eigenvalue (resp. jtk dual eigenvalve)
associated with A, (resp. A^).

The P-polynoniial Property.
Let Y = (X, {^i}o<«<D) be auy scheme. We say that Y is P-polynomial

(with respect to the given ordering AQ, ..., AD of the associate matrices) when-
ever for all h, i, j (0 ^ h, i, j ^ Z)),

p^j = 0 if one of A, i, j is greater than the sum of the other two,
and (13)

p^ ̂  0 Jf one of/i, i, j equals the sum of the other two.
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If a scheme Y is P-polynomial, we set

^. := Pi(i) (O^i^Z?). (14)
The Q-polynomial Property.

Let Y = (X, {Ri}o<, i<, D) be any scheme. We say that Y is Q-polynomial
(with respect to an ordering £'0,.. -, ED of the primitive idempotents) when-
ever for all h, ij (0 ̂  h, ij <, D),

g^ = 0 if one of A, :, j is greater tbaji the sum of the other two,
and (15)

g^ ̂  0 if one of A, t', j equals the sum of the other two.
If a scheme Y is Q-polynomial, we set

^ := 9i(0 (O^i^Z?). (16)
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